**REVISED TABLE 2  " COURSE OF FIRE: EVALUATION LINE SCORECARD**  
(REF.) NAVMC XXXXXX (MM/YY)

### NAME (LAST, FIRST, MIDDLE INITIAL)

### (3) ORGINZATION

### (5) DATE

### (6) RANGE

### (7) RELAY

### (8) FIRING PT.

### (9) WEAPON FIRED

### SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
- A: NAME, RANK, ORGANIZATION AND EDIPI OF THE SHOOTER TO BE FILLED OUT ONLY ON THE LINE SCORECARD, NOT THE PIT SCORECARD
- B: WHEN ENTERING SCORES, THE VALUE OF THE HITS WILL BE MARKED AS A 2 IN THE SCORING BLOCK
- C: ALL MISSES AND WILL BE VERIFIED BY RANGE PERSONNEL OR OFFICIAL VERIFIERS ONLY

### STAGE 1, 100 METER MOVERS

#### KNEELING, MOVERS RIGHT TO LEFT
2 ROUNDS IN 10 SECONDS

#### KNEELING, MOVERS LEFT TO RIGHT
2 ROUNDS IN 10 SECONDS

### STAGE 2, 100 METER MOVERS

#### STANDING, MOVERS RIGHT TO LEFT
2 ROUNDS IN 10 SECONDS

#### STANDING, MOVERS LEFT TO RIGHT
2 ROUNDS IN 10 SECONDS

### STAGE 3, 25 METER SPEED RELOAD

#### STANDING CONTROLLED PAIR (X2)

#### KNEELING CONTROLLED PAIR (X2)

### STAGE 4, 25 METER STANDING

#### PELVIC

#### CONTROLLED PAIR

#### FAILURE TO STOP (X2)

### STAGE 5, 25 METER KNEELING

#### PELVIC

#### CONTROLLED PAIR

#### FAILURE TO STOP (X2)

*CIRCLE APPROPRIATE BLOCK PASS FAIL ENTER TOTAL SCORE HERE*  

SCOREKEEPER ORGANIZATION

CERTIFYING OFFICER ORGANIZATION

**ALIBI RECORDS RESULTS**

RECORDING ALIBI SCORES WILL BE ACCOMPLISHED BY THE USE OF THE FOLLOWING:

RANGE PERSONNEL OR OFFICIAL VERIFIER WILL WRITE IN THE STAGE OF FIRE AND THE METER LINE THE ALIBI IS FIRED ON, WHERE SO INDICATED.

### STAGE OF FIRE-METER LINE:

### STAGE OF FIRE-METER LINE:

### STAGE OF FIRE-METER LINE: